
We have had several middle and high school learners volunteer to be guest readers to elementary learners 

in the library. It has been amazing to see the elementary learners show how a good audience member acts, 

as well our high school learners modeling a love of reading.  

 

 
 

 

NC Broadcasting Correspondent Kylie Howatt sits down with high school Social Studies educator Gage 

Sitte for a fun- and fact-filled interview all about swords and their place in "history." 

 

https://youtu.be/yn5uQqAWDaI 
 

In Film Studies, the learners have been working on a mini film (30 seconds to 1 minute long).  They 

roughly followed the process of producing a Hollywood film:  creating a storyboard, a shot list, a script, 

and raw footage.  Once they received the green light from their producer (aka me), they could edit their 

footage in order to create a final product.  We will present the final products on Thursday, April 15th.   

 

This week my pre-calc learners worked on a score 4 project for our stats and probability standards. The 

learners were encouraged to pick data from something they are interested in. Some examples of the 

chosen data: average age of NFL MVP, Towns's points scored in the last 20 games, average cost of 

private tuition over the last 15 years, top 15 home runs in the MLB, average assists for John Stockton's 

career, length of song in seconds for a certain album, etc. The learners had fun diving into data that they 

were actually interested in! They calculated mean, mode, median, standard deviation, they created a 

histogram and box and whisker plot, and they also applied normal distribution to their data.  

 

 

Tadych: Level 2 learned how to run a business and participated in a hands on competition to practice their 

skills: Teams broke off into groups, creating their own donut shop. They then competed to see who could 

https://youtu.be/yn5uQqAWDaI
https://youtu.be/yn5uQqAWDaI
https://youtu.be/yn5uQqAWDaI


make the most paper donuts in 5 minutes without any defects! They learned that if there were defects, 

they were not able to sell the donuts and therefore, they lost money. They all did a great job!  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 


